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Hi Evan,
Its the American not your post its relevant to. The reply to a post you refer to I think I actually took
the post down or deleted all the comments as it went off topic with someone ranting away. But if it was
deleted it was by accident as it was on topic.
Im still here as I mainly work for government and military in the UK which at the moment they are seeing
budget cuts and the work window is closing for the Winter so decided to wait until April as I am in no rush
to leave the Philippines only reason we are looking to relocate to the UK is the education system in the
Philippines and passports as eventually I want my wife and kids to travel which at the moment isn't easy
on a Philippines passport. One thing I have learned about travelling most of my life personally is that it
opens the mind to things people may not even find in a book. Giving the same opportunities to my wife
and kids will help them develop into better people with a bigger understanding of the world. I agree France
is a wonderful country and I often visited when I lived in Germany. One of my tenants is a regular annual
commuter as he works in the tourism industry so only has 5 months work a year the rest of the time he
lives here.
My point with unravelling things though is that the attacks on people are starting to head in the direction of
"innocent" people which then starts linking people up that may start helping each other. E.g. I know may
way round internet security and also located his home it wouldn't take much for someone else to do the
same. Blocking his IPs as he come in also meant he's spending a lot of time trying to find new proxy's for
my site its no issue as nobody should be logging in with something to hide. At the same point if others
started doing the same he then starts to find where he gets his information harder to find as his personal
IP and proxy's would be locked from viewing internet content from the sites he goes to. Just creates more
static which then involves more time going through hoops and over fences than is really needed. Also
makes finding real people harder to do.
If he's after someone to find try Andrew Sharpe from Jokers Bar in Cebu. He's involved in
prostitution,drugs and porn film making. These are the kinds of people I am trying to locate for arrest with
enough evidence. The Griffiths trial in relation to Ellah Joy is about to fall apart here as there is no Police
evidence yet the two witnesses from the case were abducted a few days ago then returned the following
day with P100 and 5kg of rice in the same way Ellah Joy disappeared. PNP are refusing to investigate as
Griffiths although not guilty is now a political figure for Gwen Garcia who fired the police commissioner and
replaced him with someone else that "guaranteed" an arrest ie Griffiths.
Its why I get irritated by the guy in the U.S. as I have other things going on which are a lot more serious
than he didn't like a blog post he rants on about 7+ posts a day which are all in the spam I don't read them
but I am sure he could be doing something more useful.
Take care,

Matt.

-----Original Message----- From: Evan Iliadis
Sent: Monday, November 07, 2011 4:08 AM
To: Matt Wilkie
Subject: Re: [tropicalpenpals.com - Philippines Blog] Please moderate: "Doing one thing and saying
another, is it damaging sexpats in the Philippines?"
I thought you already left the PH! Looking at your IP you're still there! Anyway, Even though in a hurry i'l
spend a few minutes to reply. I'm really surprised talking attacks on you by me? When and where? I
should say I confronted your negative entry on your blog about mine with a great deal of professionalism,
only to see my comment gone away. But it wasn't big deal for me. Now, as the guy in the US you call my
associate.
Do you mean the entry he wrote about you living the Philippines? Well, to be honest, I found it also out of
line, if not irrelevant to the cause all together. I too went to the Philippines with a container foul of dreams
and projects,to realize that if any of these come through will be to the detriment of the future of my
children. I packed and left.My wife and children are delighted of my decision, will thank me for the rest of
their life, even better, they enjoy so much spent vacation time there but not to leave. All that to be named
by Bennetts and Petrea as a looser! Because of "my family first" initiative!
I don't really know what he has against you, but I remember something about a bar you were advertising
on your blog where if i remember the owner wasn't that straight in dealing with the girls working there. I
don't really remember the story. I think you shouldn't make a deal, he was an excellent "Googler" to me,
crawling the blogs and forums collecting information, statements and all kind of stories he could find on the
web that helped me to trace more than one sexpat. His writings, like any one else mark a few points once,
lose some later and life goes on, you're enough intelligent to read where this lead. Just ignore it,,,
I'll be back for the rest tomorrow

On 6 nov. 2011, at 17:00, Matt Wilkie wrote:
Your U.S. associate?
I have concerns over your U.S. associate as he is likely to undo anything positive
you have done because of his reactions on my blog. As you know I supplied you with creditable evidence
against one expat and I was awaiting something positive from you or your associate before being willing
to let you delve deeper into the "sexpat" world. If your associate read through the blog you will find that
things contradict articles its done on purpose for baiting in the same way I have baited your associate the
last few days for his IP addresses if he can understand this then he would understand what I am doing
online. You can't write everyone is bad all the time as your missing the key players here as in Cebu it
runs a lot deeper than just expats but political figure involvement and trying to crap on me about what I
am posting is running against the grain. If your serious about catching guys step back. As you seen in
the email I sent you previously with photos I am at a lot deeper level than you or your friend is working at.
I don't want to start attacking what you and your associate are doing but personal attacks on myself as
well as several people disconnected in CDO is getting the wrong attention and will end up damaging
anything you are doing as creditability becomes a problem.
I write this to you as I have a mutual respect in the fight against the problems in the Philippines but
attacking me without a deeper understanding of what is going on is only going to damage my creditability
at the same time yours and your associate. I can give you several "real people" to chase but your not
going to be able to track them outside the Philippines and I am also dealing with several fabricated cases
here which like the Griffiths case is fake. Writing things about people is fine but ideally it needs to be

100%.
If you want in the loop I offer it at the same time if you have evidence I can use I will as I have several
major ears here that listen. I will give you 2 bits of information in good faith :The Bennetts warrant still stands.
Paul Petra's warrant still stands (due to the agreement of deportation between PNP and Immigration they
handed him over in good faith the PNP were unaware that the fines were just paid and Paul left under his
own choice to return in a years time) PNP are not happy about this situation.
I have access to a lot more but cannot share currently as these personal attacks are making it difficult to
trust yourself or your associate but there is a lot more going on than these small fry.
Matt.

